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Updates from the last version

- Editorial

- Section 4
  - Deleted “Vendor Specific/Private” Option from WA Order Option
  - Added “Unspecified” Option Instead

- Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2
  - Removed Encoding details on Modulation/FEC Restriction TLVs
  - Made reference to [WSON-Encode].

- Section 4.3.5
  - Removed Objective Functions Section
  - Editors determined that Objective Functions may deserve a separate draft as it is an advanced topic for the current WSON scope. It may fit better in SSON or Impairment WSON.
Open Issues & Next Steps

- Most technical works have been addressed. How to encode the Wavelength Assignment (WA) Object is yet to be determined.
- Ready to be adopted as WG document 😊